We investigate Γ E (R) when R is reduced and are interested in when Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (S) for a reduced ring S. Among other results, it is shown that Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (B) for some Boolean ring B if and only if Γ (R) (and hence Γ E (R)) is a complemented graph, and this is equivalent to the total quotient ring of R being a von Neumann regular ring.
Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 ̸ = 0, and let Z (R) be the set of zero-divisors of R. As in [5] , the zero-divisor graph Γ (R) of R is the (undirected) graph whose vertices are the elements of Z (R)\{0} such that distinct vertices r and s are adjacent if and only if rs = 0. The relationship between ring-theoretic properties of R and graph-theoretic properties of Γ (R) has been extensively studied. For example, Γ (R) is connected with diam(Γ (R)) ≤ 3, gr(Γ (R)) ≤ 4 if Γ (R) contains a cycle [5, Theorem 2.3] , [13, Theorem 1.6] , [22, (1.4) ], and Γ (R) is a finite graph with at least one vertex if and only if R is finite and not a field [5, Theorem 2.2] .
For any elements r and s of R, define r ∼ s if and only if ann R (r) = ann R (s). It is observed in [22] that ∼ is an equivalence relation on R. R is well-defined (i.e., ∼ is a congruence relation on R) and thus makes the set R E = {[r] R | r ∈ R} into a commutative monoid. Moreover, R E is a commutative Boolean monoid if R is a reduced ring.
As in [24] , Γ E (R) will denote the (undirected) graph whose vertices are the elements of R E In this paper, conditions under which Γ E (R) is isomorphic to a zero-divisor graph Γ (S) for some ring S are investigated. If R = Z 2 × Z 4 , then Γ E (R) is a path on four vertices, and therefore is not a zero-divisor graph by [5, (see Fig. 1 ). In this paper, we are interested in the case when R is a reduced ring. If, in addition, S is a reduced ring, then S is necessarily a Boolean ring by Theorem 2.6. By Theorem 1.1, if R is a finite reduced ring, then Γ E (R) is necessarily isomorphic to Γ (B) for some Boolean ring B. However, there are reduced rings R such that Γ E (R) is not isomorphic to Γ (S) for any commutative ring S with 1 ̸ = 0 (see Example 4.2) . In Section 2, we also investigate when Γ (R) and Γ E (R) are isomorphic. In the third section, we study the relationship between Γ E (R) and Γ E (S) when S is a ring of quotients of R. The fourth section introduces a subgraph Γ E (R) c of Γ E (R). In Theorem 4.3, we show that Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (S) for some reduced ring S if and only if Γ E (R) = Γ E (R) c , if and only if T (R) is a von Neumann regular ring.
The results of this investigation are motivated by the following theorem, which is generalized in Theorem 4.3.  by Theorem 2.9. Let Min(R) = {P 1 , . . . , P n }, and define D = R/P 1 × · · · × R/P n . By prime avoidance together with the fact that the minimal primes P i 1 , . . . , P i j are the only minimal primes that contain P i 1 ∩ · · · ∩ P i j , it is straightforward to check that the natural embedding of R/nil(R) into D induces an (monoid) isomorphism of
Let R =  i∈I A i and S =  j∈J B j be products of integral domains with |I| ≥ 2. Then Γ (R) ∼ = Γ (S) if and only if there is a bijection φ :
if and only if |I| = |J| by Theorem 1.1. This is an example where Γ E (R) ''compresses'' the zero-divisor structure from Γ (R). If R is a reduced ring, then Γ (R) is an induced subgraph of a uniquely complemented graph, and Γ E (R) is an induced subgraph of a graph in which every vertex has a unique complement (see Section 4) . So this is another case where Γ E (R) ''compresses'' the zero-divisor structure from Γ (R). In Section 3 (Theorem 3.8), we show that Γ E (R) ''compresses'' the girth from Γ (R). An end in a graph Γ is any vertex v that is adjacent to precisely one vertex w ̸ = v in Γ . If R is a reduced ring, then any two distinct ends that are adjacent to the same vertex in Γ (R) get ''compressed'' to a single end in Γ E (R).
Let R be a direct product of integral domains. In [18] , Γ (R) is represented by the graph Γ E (R), where each vertex of Γ E (R) is labeled by its cardinality. Similar ideas are mentioned in [8, Proposition 4] and [24, Remarks before Example 1.11]. In [18] , this representation is used to create an algorithm for constructing the zero-divisor graph of any direct product of integral domains. In particular, graphs that are realizable as zero-divisor graphs of direct products of integral domains are characterized [18, Theorem 2.2] . Graphs that are realizable as zero-divisor graphs of Boolean rings are classified in [18, Theorem 3.1] .
The concept of a zero-divisor graph of a commutative ring R was introduced by Beck in [7] . However, he let all elements of R be vertices of the graph and was mainly interested in colorings. The present definition of Γ (R) and the emphasis on studying the interplay between graph-theoretic properties of Γ (R) and ring-theoretic properties of R are from [5] . For R a von Neumann regular ring, Γ (R) was first studied in [20] , and then in [4] . Later work is in [16] [17] [18] 21] . For a recent survey article on Γ (R), see [1] . The zero-divisor graph Γ E (R) (using different notation) was first defined by Mulay in [22, p. 3551] , where it was noted in passing that several graph-theoretic properties of Γ (R) remain valid for Γ E (R) (for example, each is connected with diameter at most three). However, Γ E (R), unlike Γ (R), may be finite when R is infinite and not an integral domain (cf. Theorem 1.1). That Γ E (R) and Γ (R) share several graph-theoretic properties is a consequence of the fact that both are zero-divisor graphs of semigroups and R E is a quotient semigroup of R (under multiplication). The generalization of zero-divisor graphs to semigroups was initiated in [12] , and has been continued in [11, 14] . The zero-divisor graph Γ E (R) has been explicitly studied in [8, 10, 24] , and the semigroup analogs have been studied in [8, 14] .
A semigroup, monoid, or ring R is called a Boolean semigroup, monoid, or ring, respectively, if r 2 = r for every r ∈ R. It is well known that a Boolean ring R is commutative with char(R) = 2. More generally, a commutative ring is called a von Neumann regular ring if for every r ∈ R, there exists an s ∈ R such that r = r 2 s or, equivalently, R is a reduced zerodimensional ring [15, Theorem 3.1] . Note that R is a von Neumann regular ring if and only if for every r ∈ R, there exists a unit u and an idempotent e of R such that r = ue [15, Theorem 3.2] . A partially ordered set S is a (meet) semilattice if any two elements of S have an infimum in S. If any two elements of S also have a supremum in S, then S is called a lattice.
Let T (R) denote the total quotient ring of R. More generally, a ring extension R ⊆ S is called a ring of quotients of R if
It is well known that R has a unique (up to isomorphism) maximal (with respect to inclusion) ring of quotients. In fact, if [19, Lemma 2.4.4] ). For more on the ring Q (R), see [19] .
Throughout, all rings R will be commutative with 1 ̸ = 0, and U(R), Z (R), nil(R), and Min(R) will denote the group of units, the set of zero-divisors, the ideal of nilpotent elements, and the set of minimal prime ideals of R, respectively. Also, all graphs will be simple graphs (i.e., no loops or multiple edges). Note that Γ (R) and Γ E (R) are the null graph if and only if R is an integral domain; so to avoid trivialities, we will implicitly assume when necessary that R is not an integral domain.
There will be no harm in letting Γ denote the vertices of a graph Γ (by abusing notation) when convenient. We will say that two graphs Γ and 
N(A).
As usual, the complete graph on n vertices, the complete bipartite graph with bipartitions of orders m and n, the set of positive integers, the ring of integers, the ring of integers modulo n, and the field of real numbers will be denoted by K n , K m,n , N, Z, Z n , and R, respectively. For a reference on graph theory, see [9] . For a reference on ring theory, see [15] or [19] .
The graphs Γ (R) and Γ E (R)
Let M be a commutative (multiplicative) monoid with 0 ̸ = 1, and let Z (M) = {m ∈ M | mn = 0 for some 0 ̸ = n ∈ M}. As in [12] , the definition of a zero-divisor graph can be extended in the natural way by defining Γ (M) to be the (undirected) graph whose vertices are the elements of Z (M)\{0} such that distinct vertices m and n are adjacent if and only if mn = 0.
In [21, Theorem 4.2] , it is shown that if R is a Boolean ring with 1 ̸ = 0 and |Z(R)| > 2, then Γ (M) ∼ = Γ (R) if and only if the semigroups Z (M) and Z (R) are isomorphic. The following discussion provides an extension of this result to commutative monoids with 0 having no nonzero nilpotents (in particular, R need not be a Boolean ring). Note that, if R is a Boolean ring
It is easy to find Boolean monoids B 1 and B 2 such that Γ (B 1 ) ∼ = Γ (B 2 ) and B 1 ̸ ∼ = B 2 . For example, this scenario is realized by letting
(1, 1, 1)}, both with the usual multiplication. In this example, note that Z (B 2 ) is properly contained in B 2 \{(1, 1, 1)}. On the other hand, the Boolean monoids L 1 and L 2 induced by the lattices whose Hasse diagrams are given in Fig. 2 
The next result implies that the conditions satisfied by the above two examples completely characterize when nonisomorphic monoids without any nonzero nilpotents may have isomorphic zero-divisor graphs. Note that conditions (1) M 1 and M 2 have no nonzero nilpotent elements,
Proof. The comments prior to the statement of this theorem show that M 2 is a Boolean monoid. The statement ''
not contain any nonzero nilpotent elements). Therefore, by (2) , it only remains to consider the case when a and b are distinct
, the theorem will be proved if it can be shown that
To verify the reverse inclusion, suppose that
Then tψ (ab) = 0 since M 2 has no nonzero nilpotent elements, and therefore
Note that if R and S are commutative rings with 1
. Also, if R and S are reduced, then R E and S E satisfy the conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 2.1. The next corollary follows immediately.
Corollary 2.2. Let R and S be reduced commutative rings with
Remark 2.3. Note that the ''reduced'' hypothesis is necessary in Corollary 2.2. For example, if R = Z 8 and S = Z 6 , then Γ E (R) and Γ E (S) are both isomorphic to the complete graph K 1,1 , but R E ̸ ∼ = S E since R E contains a nonzero nilpotent element. Observe that the zero-divisor graphs Γ (Z 8 ) and Γ (Z 6 ) are both isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K 1,2 . Fig. 1 ). This also shows that we Redmond's dissertation [23] .
The next result is the natural generalization of [4, Proposition 4.5] to reduced commutative rings. It shows that if R is a reduced commutative ring, then Γ E (R) is completely determined by, and may be computed from, Γ (R). Here we use the suggestive notation R E = R/∼. 
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a reduced commutative ring with
1 ̸ = 0. Then Γ (R/∼) ∼ = Γ (R)/≈. Moreover,
if R and S are reduced commutative rings with
Recall that Γ E (Z 2 × Z 4 ) ̸ ∼ = Γ (S) for any ring S (see Fig. 1 ). We next consider when Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (R). 
.6. Let R and S be reduced commutative rings with
1 ̸ = 0 and Z (S) ̸ = {0}. If Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (S), then S is a Boolean ring. Proof. Suppose that Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (S). Let x ∈ Z (S)\{0}. Since nil(S) = {0},Proof. Let x, r ∈ Z (R)\{0} with r 2 = 0. Then [x(1 + r)] = [x] because 1 + r ∈ U(R), but x(1 + r) ̸ = x if xr ̸ = 0. Hence, if ϕ R is bijective, then r ∈ ann R (Z(R)). But then [x] = [x + r] and x ̸ = x + r for any x ∈ Z (R)\{0, −r}. Thus Z (R) ⊆ {0, −r}, i.e., Z (R) = {0, r}. Therefore, if ϕ R is a bijection, then R is isomorphic to either Z 4 or Z 2 [X]/(X 2 ).(R) ̸ = {0}. If Γ E (R) is finite, then Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ
(R) if and only if either R is a Boolean ring or R
∈ {Z 4 , Z 2 [X]/(X 2 )}. In
particular, this holds if R is a finite ring.
We conclude this section with a summary of the above results and a question. ( S in the case when S is a ring of quotients of R. Also, note that it is observed in [22, (3.5) ] that Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ E (T (R)) for any commutative ring R with 1 ̸ = 0 (also, see [10] ).
This result is included in Theorem 3.2.
The following lemma establishes a correspondence between the annihilators in R and Q (R) of elements in R (see the comments prior to Lemma 3.4 for a more general result). Proof. Two elements of R that have the same annihilator in Q (R) will certainly have the same annihilator in R, i.e., the mapping is well-defined. Also, the mapping is trivially surjective. It remains to show that the mapping is injective.
Let a, b ∈ R such that ann R (a) = ann R (b). Let q ∈ ann Q (R) (a), and set
, where the last equality is easily verified by noting that D is dense in Q (R). Thus ann Q (R) (a) ⊆ ann Q (R) (b). A symmetric argument proves that the reverse inclusion holds, and hence ann Q (R) (a) = ann Q (R) (b). 
Proof To prove the ''moreover'' statement, suppose that R ⊆ S ⊆ T (R). Let s ∈ S. Then s = r/u for some r ∈ R and u ∈ R\Z (R). It is straightforward to check that [s] S = [r] S , and thus f is surjective, i.e., f is an isomorphism. The last statement of the theorem follows immediately. Theorem 3.2 reveals an isomorphism between Γ E (R) and Γ E (T (R)). It is natural to ask if an isomorphism still exists when T (R) is replaced by the more general ring of quotients Q (R). By Theorem 3.2, Γ E (R) can be regarded as an induced subgraph of Γ E (Q (R)). However, Example 3.3 shows that the graphs Γ E (R) and Γ E (Q (R)) may not be isomorphic.
For R, a subring of a ring S, the graph Γ (R) is always an induced subgraph of Γ (S). Moreover, if S is a subring of T (R) containing R, then Γ (S) and Γ (R) are isomorphic [ 
For the remainder of this section, R will be a reduced commutative ring with 1 ̸ = 0. It will be convenient to introduce a graph-invariant that has a natural ring-theoretic translation in terms of annihilator ideals. As in [16] 
Example 3.3. Let
(That is, B is the ring of functions
Then B is a Boolean ring and Q (B) =  i∈N Z 2 . 
Also, Γ E (B) ∼ = Γ (B) and Γ (Q (B)) ∼ = Γ E (Q (B)) by Corollary 2.7. However, Γ (B) ̸ ∼ = Γ (Q (B)). To see this, note that Γ (B) is countable, but Γ (Q (B)) is uncountable. Alternatively, let ∅ ̸ = A ⊆ Γ (Q (B)) such that N(A) ̸ = ∅. It is easy to check that N(x) = N(A), where x is the vertex of Γ (Q (B)) such that x(i) = 0 if and only if a(i)
=
Lemma 3.4 ([19, Proposition 2.4.3]). Let R be a reduced commutative ring with 1 ̸ = 0. The mapping A(Q (R)) → A(R) defined by the rule ann Q (R) (M)  → ann R (M ∩ R) (where M ⊆ Q (R) is any R-submodule of Q (R)) is an isomorphism of Boolean algebras.

Lemma 3.5. Let R be a reduced commutative ring with 1 ̸ = 0, and let A(R) be the complete Boolean algebra of annihilator ideals of R, i.e., A(R) = {ann R (A) | A ⊆ R}. Define a mapping g : R E → A(R) by g([a] R ) = ann R (a). Then the following statements hold.
(1) g is injective. To prove (2) , it is straightforward to check that the equality [ 
is surjective, and hence g is an order-reversing isomorphism. (4) If g is surjective, then (R E , ≤) is a complete Boolean algebra that is isomorphic to (A(R), ⊆).
For the reverse inclusion, let t ∈ ann R (ab). Then ta ∈ ann(b) ⊆ ann R (a), and therefore (ta) 2 = t(ta)a = t0 = 0. Thus t ∈ ann R (a) since R is a reduced ring. Hence ann R (ab) ⊆ ann R (a), and it follows that [ 
For (3), it is well known that if R is a reduced ring such that R = Q (R), then every element of A(R) is a principal ideal of R that is generated by an idempotent element [ 
By (2), g is an order-reversing isomorphism.
To verify (4), note that (2) implies that the bijection g is an isomorphism from (R E , ≤) onto the dual of (A(R), ⊆). But A(R) is a Boolean algebra, and is therefore isomorphic to its dual (via the mapping that assigns any element of A(R) to its complement). Therefore, (R E , ≤) is a complete Boolean algebra that is isomorphic to (A(R), ⊆).
To prove (5), suppose that R satisfies (a.c.). Then inf
. Therefore, the semilattice R E is a lattice. 
, R is the ring of functions x : N → R with finite range). Then R is a von Neumann regular ring and Q (R) =  i∈N R. Thus R Q (R). To see that g is surjective, let A ⊆ R. Define x ∈ R to be the element such that x(i) = 0 if a(i) = 0 for every a ∈ A, and otherwise
Suppose that R is a reduced commutative ring with 1 ̸ = 0 such that |R| < ℵ ω and 2 ̸ ∈ Z (R). (
(4) R E is a complete Boolean algebra. Proof. Since R is reduced, the conditions in (2) and (3) 
Assume that (3) is valid. Then (2) is valid, and hence the function g in Lemma 3.5 is surjective. By Lemma 3.
is a complete Boolean algebra. Thus (3) implies (4).
Suppose that (R E , ≤) is a complete Boolean algebra. Then the system (R E , +, ·) is a Boolean ring with 1 ̸ = 0, where
Since the Boolean algebra (R E , ⊆) is complete, the last corollary in Section 2.4 of [19] shows that the Boolean ring (R E , +, ·) is rationally complete. Hence (4) implies (5) .
Suppose that Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (B) for some rationally complete Boolean ring B with 1 ̸ = 0. To prove that (6) holds, Corollary 2.2 implies that it is sufficient to show that Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ E (Q (R)). This is accomplished by proving that the function f : Γ E (R) → Γ E (Q (R)) in Theorem 3.2 is surjective; that is, for any q ∈ Q (R), there exists an r ∈ R such that [r] Q (R) = [q] Q (R) . This clearly holds for some r ∈ {0, 1} if ann Q (R) (q) ∈ {{0}, Q (R)}. Therefore, assume that ann Q (R) (q) ̸ = {0} and q ̸ = 0.
Note that A = {qt | t ∈ q −1 R}\{0} is a nonempty subset of R (since q ̸ = 0 and q N(A) . Therefore, ann R (r) = ann R (A). Since A ∪ {0} is an ideal of R and the mapping defined in Lemma 3.4 is injective, it follows that ann Q (R) (r) = ann Q (R) (A). But q (5) implies (6) .
The validity of ''(6) implies (1)'' is trivial.
We conclude this section by determining gr(Γ E (R)) when R is reduced. Recall that the girth of a graph Γ , denoted by gr(Γ ), is defined as the length of a shortest cycle in Γ (gr(Γ ) = ∞ if Γ contains no cycles). In [10, Section 5] , it is shown that gr(Γ E (R)) ∈ {3, ∞} when R is Noetherian using associated primes. Next, recall that for a commutative semigroup S with zero, the core (the union of cycles) of Γ (S) is a union of triangles and rectangles, and moreover, every vertex of Γ (S) is either a vertex of the core of Γ (S) or is an end of Γ (S) [12, Theorem 1.5] . In particular, gr(Γ E (R)) ∈ {3, 4, ∞}. Using Theorem 3.2, together with characterizations of gr(Γ (R)) from [6] , we can easily show that actually gr(Γ E (R)) ∈ {3, ∞}. So this is another case where Γ E (R) ''compresses'' the zero-divisor structure of Γ (R). Proof. Recall that gr(Γ (R)) ∈ {3, 4, ∞} [22, (1.4 
1,1 by Theorems 3.2 and 2.1;
. Thus, as above, we have Γ E (R) ∼ = K 1,1 and gr(Γ E (R)) = ∞. Finally, if gr(Γ (R)) = 3, then also gr(Γ E (R)) = 3 since ϕ R maps triangles to triangles when R is reduced. The ''moreover'' statement follows from the above proof. (
If R is a reduced commutative ring, then gr(Γ E (R)) = ∞ if and only if gr(Γ (R)) ∈ {4, ∞}. A proof similar to that of Theorem 3.8 (but using [6, Theorems 2.3 and 2.5]) shows that if R is not reduced and gr(Γ (R)) ∈ {4, ∞}, then gr(Γ E (R)) = ∞. However, if R is not reduced, then we may have gr(Γ E (R)) = ∞ when gr(Γ (R)) = 3 (cf. Fig. 4 ).
Boolean rings and the subgraph of complements
As defined in [20, 4] Fig. 3 ). Furthermore, it is not difficult to construct a connected graph Γ such that Γ c is not connected. In Remark 4.10, it is observed that, if R is a reduced ring, then Γ E (R) c is connected, and complements in Γ E (R) c are always complements in Γ E (R). (
Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2) , and (3) Note that (4) implies (5) by [4, Theorem 3.5] . Suppose that (5) holds. Recall that Γ E (T (R)) is isomorphic to the zero-divisor graph of a Boolean ring with 1 ̸ = 0 whenever T (R) is a von Neumann regular ring [4, Proposition 4.5] . In particular, Γ E (T (R)) is isomorphic to the zero-divisor graph of a reduced ring with 1 ̸ = 0. Also, Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ E (T (R)) by Theorem 3.2. Hence (5) implies (6) . Theorem 2.6 shows that (6) implies (7) . Note that (7) implies (1) Proof. The ''if'' statement in the first assertion holds by the equivalence of (2) and (6) in Theorem 4.3. Conversely, assume
. By the equivalence of (2) and (6) 
S).
Since Γ E (R) c ̸ = ∅, there exist elements x, y ∈ Z (S)\{0} such that x and y are complements in Γ (S). Note that x + y = 0 since otherwise x + y is adjacent to both x and y in Γ (S). Without loss of generality, suppose that z ∈ Γ (S)\N Γ (S) (y) (the existence of z can be assumed since x and y are complements and |Γ (S)| ≥ 3). Then zy ̸ = 0, and (zy)x = (zy)y = 0. Therefore, either zy = x or zy = y since x and y are complements.
If zy = y, then the unit 1 − z annihilates y, which is a contradiction. Thus zy = x. But then (z + 1)y = x + y = 0, which again yields a contradiction since z + 1 ∈ U(R). This exhausts all possibilities, and therefore Γ E (R)
For the ''in particular'' statement, suppose that Γ E (R) ∼ = Γ (S) for some commutative ring S with 1 ̸ = 0. Then Γ E (R) c = Γ E (R) by the above argument. By the equivalence of (2) and (7) in Theorem 4.3, it follows that Γ (S) is isomorphic to the zero-divisor graph of a Boolean ring. Therefore, [17, Theorem 2.4] implies that either S is a Boolean ring or S ∈ {Z 9 , 
 has a complement (see Fig. 4 
(3) The ''reduced'' hypothesis cannot be removed in Corollary 4.4. For example,
is a path on four vertices (see Fig. 1 
is not isomorphic to Γ (S) for any commutative ring S with 1 ̸ = 0 (see Remark 4.5(3)), and thus (Z 2 × Z 4 ) E = B E (Z 2 × Z 4 ) does not have the multiplicative structure of any ring. For the remainder of this section, reduced rings R will be considered. In this case, it is shown that B E (R) has the multiplicative structure of a Boolean ring. Proof. The theorem will clearly follow once it is shown that B E (R) is closed under the given binary operation. Let We record these observations in the following corollary, which generalizes the equivalence of (1) and (7) of Theorem 4.3. 
